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A

PETITION
TO

THE FRATERNITY OF PHI GAMMA DELTA
1970

We, the undersigned members of the Delta Colony of Phi Gamma Delta at the University of
Cincinnati, do respectfully petition the Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta, to grant us a charter on the
basis of our achievements.

Should our charter be granted, we pledge ourselves to build a worthy Chapter of the Fraternity
of Phi Gamma Delta.

Respectfully submitted.
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HISTORY OF THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI
The University of Cincinnati is the second oldest and second largest municipal university in the
United States. Its founding date, 1819, represents the establishment of the Cincinnati College and
the Medical College of Ohio. In 1870 the City of Cincinnati, under a state act "To enable cities of
the first class to aid and promote education," established the University of Cincinnati which later
absorbed these colleges. As a result of a state statute and a Cincinnati Charter Amendment, both
passed in 1967, the University of Cincinnati in 1968 became the Nation's first
municipally-sponsored, state-affiliated University.

The University consists of a total of 18 component colleges, schools, branches and centers. The
Colleges of Engineering, Business Administration and Design, Architecture and Art offer the
cooperative type of study-experience programs originated at the University in 1906. Additionally,
the University has professional accreditation in many specialized fields.

The University of Cincinnati is located atop one of the seven prominent hills upon which the
city is established. The resident campus population continually increases thanks to a far-sighted
residence hall building program started some years ago. At the present time a total of eleven
residence halls provide housing for the student body. A new twenty-seven story high-rise, Sanders
Hall, will be ready for occupancy in 1971.

Throughout its 151 year history, the University of Cincinnati has endeavored to educate its

students, by example and teaching, for a fuller and richer life as responsible citizens. The University
has enjoyed its greatest era of growth and expansion during the past fifteen years. This success
reflects the administrative leadership of Dr. Walter C. Langsam, Union Faculty '39, who became
President of the University of Cincinnati in 1955.

It is in this atmosphere and environment that, hopefully, the Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta
will establish a Chapter and share in the next 151 years of the University's progress.

THE UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI GREEK SYSTEM
Founded in 1888, the fraternity system at the University of Cincinnati has developed to
become one of the most outstanding in the nation. Cincinnati's Inter-Fraternity Council has won

national recognition (Iron-Man Award) throughout the past decade as one of the finest Greek
Communities in the nation.

The Inter-Fraternity Council is composed of twenty-two fraternities and our own Delta
Colony with national affiliation. The system encompasses 1300 male undergraduates of the Uni
versity of Cincinnati.

The Inter-Fraternity Council plans a broad spectrum of events for the Greek System. Leader
ship labs are held once a year along with a Greek Week, community involvement program and a
speakers' bureau to increase the availability of speakers for fraternity functions. There is also a
President's Conference, a charity drive and a Chapter Services Committee which helps any Chapter
with their various problem areas.

Additionally, the Alumni Inter-Fraternity Council closely cooperates with the Inter-Fraternity
Council and supports their various programs. Our Purple Legionnaire, Merrill Swain, is also a
Director of the Alumni Inter-Fraternity Council.

Fiji's contribution to the Council can be seen through the positions that members of the Delta
Colony hold in the Inter-Fraternity Council. They include the Chairman of the Constitution
Committee which rewrote the Constitution, the Chairman of the President's Conference, the
Executive Vice President of Fraternity Affairs, and the Chairman of the Inter-Fraternity Council

Spirit Committee. It is worthy to note that the Delta Colony holds the honor of being the first
colony to have men hold office in this fine Greek System.
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HISTORY OF THE DELTA COLONY
In the Spring of 1968, the University of Cincinnati extended a bid to the Fraternity of Phi
Gamma Delta, to establish a colony on its campus. The outstanding reputation of Phi Gamma Delta
as an international fraternity was instrumental in the University's decision to add the Fiji name to
the Cincinnati Greek System. With the help of Field Secretary Ron Enna and local graduate Fijis,
headed by George Hopper and Merrill Swain, the University of Cincinnati Colony was started.

Several rush programs sponsored by the Inter-Fraternity Council were followed by rush
functions held in the homes of Cincinnati graduate Phi Gams. The work of this dedicated group of
Graduate Fijis and the nucleus of undergraduates who already had expressed their desires resulted in
twenty-three men being pledged on October 22, 1968. These twenty-three outstanding men held
the first meetings of Delta Colony on the thirteenth floor of Calhoun Hall, a new residence hall on

the campus. During this Fall quarter of 1968. Delta Colony began to organize into a cohesive unit
which would later provide it with an excellent basis for a regularly functioning fraternity.

During the Winter quarter of the 1968-69 school year. Delta Colony took a big step when it

acquired its first house. Although the house was only temporary quarters for the fraternity, it
proved to be a valuable tool in uniting the Colony Brotherhood.

On January 23, 1969 the first active members of the Delta Colony of Phi Gamma Delta,
University of Cincinnati were installed as sixteen men pledged their time, energy, and effort to the
growth of the Colony. Realizing that rush is the life blood of the Colony, the brothers continued to
acquire top-notch men as pledges. These men were fortunate enough to wear the white Delta
Colony pledge pin, signifying their allegiance to Delta Colony.

In the Spring of 1969, the brothers activated six more men. These new brothers assisted the
rest of the Colony to spread the name of Phi Gamma Delta across the campus with enthusiasm, as
shown at the 1969 Greek Week. Although winning few events, the Fijis inspired the entire Greek

system with their outstanding display of spirit. Besides competing in the Greek Week games, the
Fijis participated full force in the Campus Community Project. Underprivileged kids by the
hundreds were invited to the U. C. Campus to play games, swim, and have a picnic. The entire day
was devoted to these youngsters and the reward of their smiles will never be forgotten by the
brothers.

One other event in which the Fijis participated with great enthusiasm was their first retreat.

Again, only through the help of the many graduate Fijis, the Colony learned how an efficient and
smooth running retreat is held. In the years to come the Colony will look forward to other meetings
to assist in organizing the functioning processes of the Chapter.

The second year for the Phi Gamma Delta Colony was an even better one than the first. The
acquisition of a larger and more fraternity-oriented house helped start the Phi Gam's second year.
The Fall season meant football games and football games meant spirit to the Fijis. For the second
straiglit year U. C. football players ran through the paper barrier made by the Phi Gams. For
Homecoming the Fijis sponsored an all-campus beer blast welcoming returning U. C. graduates.

During this Fall quarter there were several brothers who participated in the campaign of a
graduate brother from Michigan as a candidate for Cincinnati's City Council. We were able to

promote this Brother as a candidate and, at the same time ask the public to vote. This, the brothers
felt, was a worthwhile community project.

Also, that Fall, three new brothers were initiated into the ranks of Delta Colony and five
pledges were taken as probationers to the Colony.
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Winter and Spring quarters were prosperous ones for the Fijis, both in reputation on campus
and in the development of brotherhood within the house. The Winter quarter saw the first Fiji
elected to the University of Cincinnati Inter-Fraternity Executive Council in the person of former

president of the Colony, Dan Adovasio. He is now the Vice President in Charge of Fraternity
Affairs.

During the Spring quarter of 1969 shadowed by the tragic incidents not only at Kent State and

Jackson State, but over the entire nation, the University of Cincinnati was closed. Before the closing
the brothers joined together and spent two nights in trying to quell violence in buildings taken over
by students. The International Fraternity Council was also meeting twice a day in an attempt to
help in any way possible. Fearing violence, the administration finally decided to close the University
of Cincinnati, first for a week, and finally for the remaining weeks of the Spring quarter. The image
the brothers projected in trying to keep peace and order on campus during this trying time was by
far one of the most worthy projects involving the Colony.

The Colony realized if it was to become a regular Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta, preparations
must start during the summer. Delegates were chosen to represent the Colony at the Ekklesia in
Cleveland and the week of August 22 was a busy one for our delegates. Pleased with the job they
have done in Cleveland, the Colony continues its quest for the Black Diamond and the prestige that
comes with being Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta.

SCHOLARSHIP
The members have had to spend a great deal of time and effort on internal organization and
other pressing matters. As a result the Colony's scholarship has not been as high as we would like it
to be. Throughout the period of our existence, we have averaged tenth place among twenty three
fraternities on campus, but we have consistently been above the all-men's average.

Scholarship sessions are held twice weekly at the house for pledges. Brothers participate in
tutoring programs to help those needing assistance. Each quarter we hold a Steak-Hot Dog Banquet.
Those Brothers who have earned at least a 3.0 on a 4.0 scale enjoy steak - the others 'enjoy' hot
dogs.

The Scholarship Committee plans to hold monthly lecture sessions in the future to benefit all
the Brothers and to detect and resolve any difficulties before they become problems.
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RUSH
Fraternity Rush at the University of Cincinnati is a function that requires honesty and the
ability to relate to others the joys and benefits shared by the members of such a brotherhood.

As a Colony we offer prospective pledges the challenge of building a new Chapter of a most
distinguished international fraternity, Phi Gamma Delta. The Colony participates in smokers

sponsored by local I.F.C. to gain the acquaintance of those men who have signified they are
interested in a fraternity. Those men who appear to have the attributes we desire are invited to
regularly scheduled smokers and other social events at the Colony House.

During the Winter quarter of 1970, wlrich is usually a somewhat uneventful rush period, all
other fraternities on campus looked with awe on the Delta Colony. Not only did we pledge thirteen
men, which was the largest pledge class of the quarter, but we were also acknowledged to have
pledged the most outstanding men in contention.

By relying on the modern cliche, "Tell it like it is". Delta Colony has established a reputation
for being honest, sincere and devoted to the principles of our University.

PLEDGE EDUCATION
Pledge Education is the tool by which single pledges are molded into members of a
Brotherhood. During the ten week pledge period, our pledges are educated in the history of the
Delta Colony, the history of the University of Cincinnati and the history of the Fraternity of Phi
Gamma Delta.

Pledges are encouraged in the development of leadership, character and brotherhood by
undertaking responsible projects for the Colony and the University. Each pledge selects a big
brother who becomes a guiding light and a bridge between the pledge and the attainment

Brotherhood. The pledge shares in all of the activities and benefits of the Colony without a feeling
of being inferior. Only a fine line of distinction separates our pledges from the actives since all
members of Delta Colony are probationers to Phi Gamma Delta.

SOCIAL ACTIVITIES
A diversified array of social activities are enjoyed by the brothers of Delta Colony. During the
winter quarter of 1969, we held our first big fling - a Purple Passion Party. A month later we had
our first semi-formal dance and all local graduate Fijis were invited. Many parties, such as our
annual Greek Week Picnic with the Kappa Alpha Thetas, have been held with the other sororities on
campus.

The Miami Fijis came to Cincinnati to assist us with a Casino Rush Party in the Fall of 1969.

Additional interest in this function was obtained with the help of a real live Playboy Bunny. Our big
event of 1970 was our U.C.-Miami/Fiji-Theta Poverty Ball which was attended by more than 300
persons. In the spring of 1970 we were all looking forward to our first Fiji Island Party, but the
closing of the University postponed the event until another year.

In the future Delta Colony hopes to expand its successful social program for the enjoyment
and fulfillment of its Brothers.
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Brother Mofield Breaks the Bank

Our First House -

Brother Click 'Cat Naps.'

Winter '68

Brother Zerman Greets Bauer, Sprague and Adovasio at Ekklesia

Fijis Fire Up For Rush At 'Backyard Barbecue.'

Brother Hurwitz Makes a Point

Mi m

Fijis and Togas - Greek Week
Rathskeller Echoes To 'Good Old Delta'

Duck - Fiji - Duck
Our Second Home - Moving Day But Where's The Truck?

A Fireside - Tonight?

You Parked The Chariot Where?

Did He Say A Real, Live Bunny?

The Fiji Frame' - At Every Game

Everybody Likes The Fijis.

Myles' Birthday - Everybody's Cake
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SERVICE PROJECTS
A University not only holds a responsibility to its student body, but also to the surrounding
community. The Greek System at the University of Cincinnati has traditionally been the tool by
which the University has actively participated in community service.

Delta Colony at the University of Cincinnati upholds the tradition of active participation in
community affairs by instilling in its members an awareness of social and community problems. In
the Autumn of 1968, the brothers of Delta Colony and the sisters of Kappa Alpha Theta marched
through the streets of Cincinnati with school children in a successful effort to pass city elementary
school bond levies. Afterwards, the children were treated to a day of fun at a local park.

An all campus field day for underprivileged children was a service project our brothers will
never forget and which we all hope to repeat in the future.

Delta Colony has helped canvass the local neighborhood for the United Appeal. Several
brothers helped Tom Brush, a graduate Fiji in his campaign for City Council.

The Colony's interest in community service projects has been closely oriented with
underprivileged children. In the Spring of 1970 we organized and promoted a basketball league for
such children. Although the early closing of the University limited the success of the project of
1970, it was so enthusiastically received that the Inter-Fraternity Council has adopted the program
as a continuing project for future years.

CAMPUS ACTIVITIES
Delta Colony of Phi Gamma Delta has been successfully competitive with all Greek
Organizations and others on the University of Cincinnati campus. We have won two trophies for
excellence through participation in the Sigma-Sigma Carnival and the Charioteer Trophy from
Greek Week. At all home football games the U. C. Bearcats run through the "FIJI Hoop" for good
luck. This hoop is a large wooden frame which is covered with a sheet of drawing paper for each

game. Art work and slogans appropriate to each game are painted on the paper. Every Brother
makes a contribution to the design or signs the sheet before it is taken to the stadium.

The Colony sponsors an all campus beer blast the day before homecoming each year. The
entire student body participates and all campus organizations attend but the Fijis annually make all
arrangements and provide the refreshments. Our members and pledges do all the serving and,
although this event turns into a pep rally, it is recognized as a Fiji affair.
Colony members have been elected or tapped for a number of campus organizations including
Student Government, Cincinnatus Society, Residence Hall Government, Homecoming Committees.
Greek Week Committees, Sophos, Varsity Band, Lacrosse Team, Intramurals, Student Union

Program Committees, Inter-Fraternity Council Committees, News Record Staff, and many others.
We are proud to note that one of our Brothers has recently been elected Vice President of the
Inter-Fraternity Council.

HOUSING
The Colony has recognized from the outset that one of its greatest assets and most important
goals is the acquisition of adequate housing.

When the Colony was first formed in the fall of 1968, meetings were held in quarters provided
by the University in Calhoun Hall, one of the new residence halls on campus. We knew that we
could not reach our full potential until we had a house of our own. So, at the beginning of 1969,
througli the good offices of our local graduate brothers, we moved into rented premises at 109 W.
McMillan Street, on the south side of the campus. Contributions made by Fiji brothers in the
Cincinnati area provided the funds to equip it adequately. We remained there through the balance
of the 1968-69 school year.

During the summer of 1969 we had an opportunity to move to larger quarters at 2419 Ohio
Avenue, only a block further from the campus. We rented this property for the 1969-70 school year
and have renewed our lease for the current school year. It's a four-floor dwelling, with cooking and
dining facilities on the ground floor, living area - including space for a chapter hall - on the first
floor, and study and dormitory facilities on the two upper floors.
When we first took over 2419 Ohio, we saw that we would have to do considerable
redecorating before it would be a fit abode for future Fijis. With the yeoman help of a number of
local graduate Fiji brothers and undergraduates from our closest neiglibor, Mu Upsilon at Miami
University, Oxford, Ohio, we turned to with paint, brushes, sanders, sponges and buckets. Now we
have a house that is adequate to serve us on an interim basis

As is probably true around most college campuses housing facilities are in short supply. We are
continuing the search for a permanent house and expect to be able to realize our goal in the near
future. In the meantime, the latch string is out at 2419 Ohio. There you will find true Fiji
hospitality.

GRADUATE RELATIONS
The Cincinnati Graduate Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta has worked closely with the Delta

Colony from the very beginning of Colonization. Graduate Fijis serve on a Board of Chapter
Advisors to assist and guide our committees and officers. In the spring of 1969, Graduate Fijis
attended a spring picnic and a softball game held in their honor. After a day of fun, the Brothers
and the Graduates discussed future goals and methods to gain them, including the securing of funds
needed to obtain and furnish a new house.

In January, of 1970, Delta Colony held an Open House for the local Graduate Fijis. We were
honored with the presence of Dr. Walter Langsam, President of the University, and one of the
Fraternity s most illustrious Brothers. Following dinner at the house Graduates and Delta Colony
Brothers attended a U. C, Basketball Game together.

Delta Colony's future plans and goals at the University of Cincinnati are strongly entwined in
the interest and support of our Graduate Brothers.
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LETTERS OF RECOMMENDATION

University of Cincinnati
Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT

July 17, 1970

Ekklesia of the

Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta
Cleveland, Ohio
Dear Brothers,

Delta Colony of Phi Camma Delta

University of Cincinnati
Since the formation of the Delta Colony on our campus
two years ago, I have observed its progress closely and with
interest. During this period, the Colony has developed

gratifyingly in both organization and number.

From a small

nucleus of devoted men, the group has progressed to a viable
organization occupying its own rented home and helpfully

supported by graduate members. The Colony has achieved
stature and recognition in the eyes of its peers.
On a number of occasions, I have been able to visit

the Colony and have had opportunity to observe its members
on the campus and elsewhere.

On the basis of these

observations, reinforced by the collective judgment of my
associates in the University Administration, I strongly
recommend to the Ekklesia that the Delta Colony be granted
a Charter as a Chapter of Phi Camma Delta.
Fraternally yours,
a
Walter C. Langsam
President

WCL:nm
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Deceaber 31, 1970

To sTho Pratornlty of Phi Oanm* Dolta

Dear Sirs,

On April 25, 1970, Delta Colony of Phi Oarna Delta petitioned the

December 23i 1970

Intorfraternity Council of the Univoraitv of Cincinnati for full recopnition

aa a member of the Council, I an ploasoJ l-o inform you tJiat full recogniticn
was moved and passed by a unanlrrus vote and that Delta Colony is now recog
nized as a full nonber of ITJ's Interfratornity Council,

I would like to add that the coTments about Delta Colony were all

Phi Gaaca Delta General headquarters
1757 N Street, M.H.,

outstanding and very ccnplinontary. Tcur brctl'.irs have shown a tremendous

spirit and desire to work for the fraternity system as a whole and oap^clally

Kaahington, D.C< 20036

Phi Oamna Delta, Jlovor before ir recent years has a new colony, yet two years

old made its pros'^nne felt and desired so nuch on our canous. Through hai^

Gentlemen:

work and datornlnaticn your Cincinnati colony has earned the respect of all
sopmonts of the Greek System and tlie Dnlvorsity,

Aa the Preaident of the Greater Cincinnati Area

On behalf of the Intorfraternity Council I extend ngr heartiest con
gratulations on the birth of a new chapter and encourage the acceptance of
Delta Colony as a full morhor of Phi Oa-na Delta Fraternity,

Graduate Chapter of Phi Gamma Delta, 1 would like to
recommend that the Delta Colony at the Univercity of

Cincinnati be granted a Charter in the great fraternity
of Phi Comma Delta.

Fraternally,

He have watched the development of thia fine group

Tbemas F, Humes

of young men over the post three years and would be

Frosldent

honored to call them Brotbere.

Praterpally,^
Theodore S. Horty, Jr./

Sigoa '57

'

I

0

, DAVE [.EtJl-OLD KttiuU-.t I'uf
. DAS ADOVASIO l i., Fu-. hialirn.
Ffii. Hu.h; RICH KATZ
lui P f .
. KRANK CAnNETTI
KEN FA1.I.ER. SxnUry. B.ARRY BARKER AJmor

GEORGE

UNIVERSITY OP CINCINNATI

HOPPER

ATTORNeV AT LAW

December 29, 1970

TO:

December 30, 1970

CHAPTERS AND OFFICERS OF PHI GAMMA DELTA FRATERNITY

I am pleased to recommend the University of Cincinnati colony of
Phi Gamma Delta as a group of men who demonstrate the high ideals and
active fraternnlism that exists as a hallmark of your national fraternity.

To Whocn It Kay Concern:

For almost three years it has been my privilege to work with

These men possess all of the characteristics which are fundamental

to a successful and progressive fraternal chapter.

the members of the Delta Colony at the University of Cincinnati.

They have been a con

In that time I have seen the Colony grow and mature in numbers,

structive force within our fraternity system as well as the larger University

spirit, participation in campus activities and
most
importantly — in dedication to the principles of brotherhood

community.

which distinguish Phi Gamma Delta.
I thus commend them to you as men who have and will be a credit to

In my Judgment, they are ready for acceptance into our

themselves, their national organization, and the University of Cincinnati.

Brotherhood.

I warmly support this petition.

Interfraternally yours,

c;'

William R. Nebterf
Vice Provost for Student Affairs

George Happo^
General Chairman of Colonisation

(Wittenberg '32)
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university of Cincinnati

University of Cincinnati

Cincinnati, Ohio 45221

Cincinnati. Ohio 45221

Otnct Of THf OCM 0* MM

The DOdesia
Phi Goaaa Delta
Gentlemen:

It is a genuine pleasure to commend the Phi Oarsaa Delta colony of the

The Ekklesia

University of Cincinnati for favorable consideration in the matter of

Phi Qanma Delta Fraternity

receiving a formal charter from the Hatlonal Fraternity.

I make this

statement without reservation inasmuch as I have worked with and witneased the initial and subsequent growth and development of the group.

Gentlemen:

It gives oe great pleasure to lend ay strong support to

Members of the colony, while experiencing the usual probletas and

your petition for receiving a charter at the University

difficultiea while on campus, have proven their wo th and stamina in

of Cincinnati. I enthusiastically concur with the recom
mendation of the Interfraternity Council, and I am confi

the strength they have sho-wn In solving these problems ond overcoming
those difficulties. They otarvd well among the student body of the
University ond are increasingly succoanful in drawing oble and com

dent that you will act affinaatively on their request for
consideration Autumn Quarters. 1970.

petent undergraduate oembers as pledges.

Together with their spirit

and enthusiasm they have become known as one of the fastest riolng
fraternities at U.C.

This group enjoys a high regard of the established chapters of other
fraternities on campus, of the University faculty and administration.
There is every reason to believe that when the colony becomee a regular

I2dward C. Keiser

Acting Dean of Men

chapter, its members will step forward in greater strength and influence,

I sincerely reconaend the Phi Gamma Delta colony of the University of
Cincinnati to the Ckklosla as being worthy and wcll-deaorving of further
recognition and advance of status.

arker

ilstant Dean of Ken

University of Cincinnati

UNIVERSITY OF CINCINNATI

Cincinnati. Ohio 45221

r OOOKSTOMt -

ON CAWPUS

July 17, 1970
December 10, 1970

The

I22nd Ekklesla

The Fraternity of Phi Gamma Delta
Cleveland, Ohio
Dear

Brothers:

By this letter 1 sincerely request and recommend that the formal
petition submitted to you by the members of the Delta Colony of Phi
Gamma Delta at the University of Cincinnati be affirmatively acted
upon by this Ekklesia. Seldom, if ever, has it been my priviledge or
pleasure to so enthusiastically endorse such a group of young men

Phi Gamma Delta Praternity

1757 "N" .Street, NW
WnshinRton, D.

dedicated to such an inspiring purpose.

This Delta Colony has been recognized and accepted by the InterFraternity Council, the Dean of Men's Office and the proper Administra
tive Departments of the University of Cincinnati as having fully met
its requirements to be accepted as a Fraternity on our campus.

riRhtful place within the Interfraternity Council and the
"Greek" community on thin campus. The record of
growth and clcvolopment of this colony merits ii.s
recognition as a chartered chapter of the Phi Gamma
Delta National Fraternity

nity Council, the Dean of Men and the Assistant Dean of Men have made

it a point to state, both publicly and privately, that in their memory
no national social fraternity that has colonized on the University of
Cincinnati campus has enjoyed the success, or made the great strides,
that they have witnessed since the establishment of the Delta Colony
of Phi Gamma Delta.

.Sincerely yours,

It has been my priviledge to know and to work with these Colony
brothers, first as faculty advisor, and more recently as Purple Legionn
aire, and to attend practically all of their meetings and functions.
During every R i c session my closing remark has been as follows "I

James A Scully

am proud to be a brother in Phi Gamma Delta and I am proud to be

Dean of Students

I can not more strongly state my beliefs

than I do at this time in wholehearted support of this petition.
Moat respectfully submitted

Merrill Swain, Jr

-fj

20016

I am pleased to recommend the Phi Gamma Delta
Colony at the University of Cincinnati for its charter.
The men who constitute thi.s colony have earned their

A most significant fact that exemplifies the success with which
the Delta Colony has met on the University of Cincinnati campus is
moat worthy of your consideration. The Officers of the Inter-Frater

associated with this Colony."

C.

Gentlemen

Purple Legionnaire
Gamma Phi

'44
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A WORD OF APPRECIATION
From the very beginning of the formation of Delta Colony at
the University of Cincinnati, the hard work of dedicated individuals
has guided us toward our goal of Chapterhood. Through the efforts
of the General Headquarters Staff, the Cincinnati Fiji Association,
President Walter Langsam (Union '39), our Board of Chapter
Advisors, the Brothers of the Chapter at Miami University and the
Brothers of the University of Kentucky Chapter we have reached the
threshold of our goal.

We share this achievement with George Hopper (Wittenberg
'32), our founding father, and Merrill Swain (Penn State '44), our
Purple Legionnaire. To these two men we owe much more than

appreciation, for they have taught us the true meaning of love,
dedication and brotherhood.

